The Crystal Series

Developed exclusively for Rose Brand by Lionfish Design, The Crystal Series shapes will instantly transform any space.

Integrating angular and curved forms, these striking fabric sculptures can be used in combinations or separately to create spatial drama that lifts the eye and spirit.

Crystal Series shapes are quick and easy to install. Most styles can be floor supported internally by a single pipe and base, or be rigged from a single hanging point.

Constructed from durable FR Spandex, these lightweight shapes collapse easily for UPS or Fed Ex shipping.

Click on the gold buttons to navigate through this document.
The Crystal Series

The Crystal Series

ATLAS

10'6" - 11'6" high, 4' x 2'8" wide at mid-point. Supportable by internal pipe and base or single hanging point.

assembly instructions
**PRESET: PUT ON SUPPLIED WHITE GLOVES.**

1) **COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.**
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) **COVER THE POLE WITH THE POLE COVER.**
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11') by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the Pole Cover, sliding the fabric down the length of the pole. Locate the seam opening at the top of the Pole Cover and allow the pole top to poke through an inch or so.

3) **INSERT THE POLE CAP.**
Insert the Pole Cap into the top end of the pole. Adjust the Pole Cover accordingly so that it does not interfere with the fit of the Pole Cap.

4) **INSERT THE POLE CAP ASSEMBLY INTO THE STRETCH SHAPE TOP POCKET.**
Located on the inside top center of the Stretch Shape is an envelope pocket. Fit the Pole Cap assembly into this pocket, pulling the pocket sides around to insure a secure fit. Further adjustment may be required to square the piece evenly.

5) **JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE.**
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. *Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.*

6) **ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.**
Attach the loops located on the four bottom corners of the Stretch Shape to the loops on the four corners of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the four One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

---

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
10’ - 11’ high, 4’ x 2’6” wide at mid-point. Supportable by internal pipe and base or single hanging point.
1) COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) COVER THE POLE WITH THE POLE COVER.
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11') by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the Pole Cover, sliding the fabric down the length of the pole. Locate the seam opening at the top of the Pole Cover and allow the pole top to poke through an inch or so.

3) INSERT THE POLE CAP.
Insert the Pole Cap into the top end of the pole. Adjust the Pole Cover accordingly so that it does not interfere with the fit of the Pole Cap.

4) INSERT THE POLE CAP ASSEMBLY INTO THE STRETCH SHAPE TOP POCKET.
Located on the inside top center of the Stretch Shape is an envelope pocket. Fit the Pole Cap assembly into this pocket, pulling the pocket sides around to insure a secure fit. Further adjustment may be required to square the piece evenly.

4) JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE.
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.

5) ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.
Attach the loops located on the four bottom corners of the Stretch Shape to the loops on the four corners of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the four One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
PHOENIX

11' - 12' high, 3' x 4' wide at top. Supportable by internal pipe and base.

assembly instructions
1) COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) COVER THE POLE WITH THE POLE COVER.
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11') by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the Pole Cover, sliding the fabric down the length of the pole. Locate the seam opening at the top of the Pole Cover and allow the pole top to poke through an inch or so.

3) INSERT THE POLE CAP.
Insert the Pole Cap into the top end of the pole. Adjust the Pole Cover accordingly so that it does not interfere with the fit of the Pole Cap.

4) INSERT THE POLE CAP ASSEMBLY INTO THE STRETCH SHAPE TOP POCKET.
Located on the inside top center of the Stretch Shape is an envelope pocket. Fit the Pole Cap assembly into this pocket, pulling the pocket sides around to insure a secure fit. Further adjustment may be required to square the piece evenly.

4) JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE.
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.

5) ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.
Attach the loops located on the four bottom corners of the Stretch Shape to the loops on the four corners of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the four One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
Cupid / Echo

A) Cupid
4' 4" high, 1' 6" x 2' 6" wide.
Supportable by a single hanging point.

B) Echo
7' 7" high, 1' 6" x 2' 6" wide.
Supportable by a single hanging point.

assembly instructions
1) INSERT THE CENTER SPINE.
Insert the Center Spine through the slit seam at the top of the Stretch Shape, guiding it through and fitting it into the point at the bottom of the Stretch Shape.

2) PULL STRETCH SHAPE ALONG CENTER SPINE.
While holding the Center Spine securely at the bottom point of the Stretch Shape, stretch the upper portion of the Stretch Shape along the Center Spine to its opposite end.

3) GUIDE CENTER SPINE INTO THE TOP POINT.
Continue stretching the Stretch Shape past the end of the Center Spine, until it is possible to ease the Center Spine tip in through the seam opening, fitting it into the top point of the Stretch Shape. The Stretch Shape is hung from the loop at its top point.

PRESET: PUT ON SUPPLIED WHITE GLOVES.
The **Juno Group** is specially designed to be used in complimentary combinations. The pieces play together to create fascinating "backdrops" from the interplay of positive shapes and negative space. *Custom printed logos are available.*

**assembly instructions**

---

**JUNO GROUP**

Supportable by internal pipe and base or single hanging point.

**Juno Double**

11' high, 1'6" x 2'6" wide.

**Juno Triple**

11' high, 1'6" x 2'6" wide.

**Juno Logo**

11' high x 4' wide

Unprinted

Custom Printed

*Call for quantity pricing on a single image.*

---

Illustrations show **Juno Group** units used in combination with hanging units **Cupid** and **Echo**.

15% discount on the purchase of any combination of 6 or more units.

---

*Note: Also available with Logo Oval to dovetail between two Doubles or between the lower position of two Triples.*
**PRESET: PUT ON SUPPLIED WHITE GLOVES.**

1) **COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.**  
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) **COVER THE POLE WITH THE POLE COVER.**  
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11') by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the Pole Cover, sliding the fabric down the length of the pole. Locate the seam opening at the top of the Pole Cover and allow the pole top to poke through an inch or so.

3) **INSERT THE POLE CAP.**  
Insert the Pole Cap into the top end of the pole as pictured. Adjust the Pole Cover accordingly so that it does not interfere with the fit of the Pole Cap.

4) **INSERT THE POLE CAP ASSEMBLY INTO THE STRETCH SHAPE.**  
Located at the bottom of the Stretch Shape is an opening. Insert the Pole Cap assembly through this opening, carefully guiding the top rod up through the shape all the way into the shape tip. Further adjustment may be required to square the piece evenly.

4) **JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE.**  
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. *Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.*

5) **ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.**  
Attach the two loops located at the bottom of the Stretch Shape to the two loops located at the center of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the two One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
The **Lido Group** is specially designed to be used in complimentary combinations. The pieces play together to create fascinating "backdrops" from the interplay of positive shapes and negative space. *Custom printed logos are available.*

**Lido Group**
Supportable by internal pipe and base or single hanging point.

**Lido Single**
11' high, 3' x 2' wide at mid-point.

**Lido Double**
11' high, 3' x 2' wide at mid-point.

**Lido Logo**
11' high x 3'3" wide
Unprinted
Custom Printed
Call for quantity pricing on a single image.

*Note:* Also available with Logo Oval to dovetail between two Doubles or between the lower position of two Triples.

15% discount on the purchase of any combination of 6 or more units.
The Crystal Series

assembly instructions

PRESRET: PUT ON SUPPLIED WHITE GLOVES.

1) COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) COVER THE POLE WITH THE POLE COVER.
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11’) by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the Pole Cover, sliding the fabric down the length of the pole. Locate the seam opening at the top of the Pole Cover and allow the pole top to poke through an inch or so.

3) INSERT THE POLE CAP.
Insert the Pole Cap into the top end of the pole as pictured. Adjust the Pole Cover accordingly so that it does not interfere with the fit of the Pole Cap.

4) INSERT THE POLE CAP ASSEMBLY INTO THE STRETCH SHAPE.
Located at the bottom of the Stretch Shape is an opening. Insert the Pole Cap assembly through this opening, carefully guiding the top rod up through the shape all the way into the shape tip. Further adjustment may be required to square the piece evenly.

4) JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE.
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.

5) ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.
Attach the two loops located at the bottom of the Stretch Shape to the two loops located at the center of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the two One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
The Crystal Series

**LOGO**

**Juno Logo**
11' high x 4' wide

**Lido Logo**
11' high x 3'3" wide

Available Unprinted or Custom Printed
Call for quantity pricing on a single image.

assembly instructions
**PRESET: PUT ON SUPPLIED WHITE GLOVES.**

1) **COVER THE BASE WITH THE BASE COVER.**
Insert the base into the top opening on the Base Cover, pulling the sides around to cover the entire base leaving only the center base pin exposed. The corner straps on the Base Cover should be pulled around to the upper side.

2) **COVER THE POLE WITH THE BLACK POLE COVER (pictured white).**
Adjust the upright pole to the desired height (approximately 11’) by simultaneously squeezing the twin release buttons located mid-pole. The extending pole locks automatically when the inner pole is raised vertically. To lower the pole, simply raise the pole slightly and press the release buttons again. Insert the top of the pole into the end of the black Pole Cover (pictured white at left), sliding the fabric down the length of the pole.

3) **AFFIX AN S-HOOK TO THE POLE TOP.**
Insert an S-Hook into the recess at the top end of the pole. Secure the S-Hook with a One-Wrap Strap as pictured.

4) **ATTACH SHAPE TOP LOOP TO S-HOOK.**
Attach the loop located at the top of the Stretch Shape to the bottom of the S-Hook.

4) **JOIN THE POLE ASSEMBLY TO THE BASE AND ATTACH THE STRETCH SHAPE TO THE BASE.**
Raising the pole assembly upright, slip the bottom pole end over the exposed upright pin in the covered base piece. As the pole is secured, guide the Stretch Shape into place, adjusting it as needed. *Readjusting the pole height can be achieved at this time by sliding the Pole Cover up to expose the pole release buttons.*
Attach the two loops located at the bottom of the Stretch Shape to the loops on the two front corners of the Base Cover with the supplied One-Wrap Straps. One-Wrap straps affix to themselves securely. Pull the two One-Wrap straps equally tight to create a smooth, taut stretch.

---

Optional pipe and base covers are purchased separately (see p. 94 of our 2006 Catalogue). Adapt these directions for assembly with sandbags or alternative fasteners for applying tension.
The Crystal Series shapes are specially designed to be used in complimentary combinations. The pieces play together to create fascinating “backdrops” from the interplay of positive shapes and negative space. Here are some design ideas.

We offer a 15% discount on the purchase of any combination of 6 or more units.